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LOCKS, CYLINDERS & ELECTROMAGNETS

All products usually available ex-stock except those marked with *. Call for lead time.
Additional manufacturers carriage charges may apply for * items.
No charge for split boxes, but please try to order boxed quantity multiples where possible.

 � 60mm backset and 72mm centres in line with guidance of BS 8300.

 � Dimensional co-ordination across the range to DIN 18251 means lock functions 
can be easily interchanged and doors can be factory prepared.

 � Quick reversible latch for easy on-site handing.

 � Double throw cylinder action.

 � Suitable for bolt through furniture fixings at 38mm centres.

 � CE marked (except 5550 nightlatch).

 � Tested to EN 12209.

 � EN 1634 fire testing for 1 hour timber fire doors.

 � EN 1634 fire testing for 4 hour steel fire doors.

 � Certifire Approved CF741.

 � 5 year guarantee.

5440 MORTICE LATCH

 � Suitable for use on doors with lever furniture which 
are not required to be locked.

5560 MORTICE ESCAPE SASHLOCK

 � Deadbolt can be thrown and withdrawn from one or 
both sides depending on cylinder selected. NOT TO BE 
USED WITH THUMBTURN CYLINDER.

 � Cylinder to latch function enables the cylinder to 
withdraw the deadbolt on the first turn and the 
latchbolt on the second turn of the key.

 � CE marked conforming to the requirements of EN 179 
depending on handle used. Please note this is NOT a 
split follower lock so only requires a half set of levers 
on the inside.

5430 MORTICE BATHROOM LOCK

 � Suitable for use on bathroom doors requiring a privacy 
function.

 � 10mm throw deadbolt operated by thumbturn 
(requires a thumbturn and outside indicator/
emergency release).

 � Bathroom function has 8mm follower.

5550 MORTICE CYLINDER NIGHTLATCH

 � Nightlatch function operated by a half set of levers on 
the inside to retract the latchbolt.

 � Single cylinder on the outside operates the latchbolt 
with a single key turn.

 � Hold-back function operated by snib in the forend.   
Not CE marked.

REF DESCRIPTION BOX QTY
5430.60.S.SS* Bathroom lock with 20x235mm square forend 15
5430.60.R.SS Bathroom lock with 20x235mm radius forend 15

REF DESCRIPTION BOX QTY
5550.60.S.SS* Nightlatch with 20x235mm square forend 15
5550.60.R.SS Nightlatch with 20x235mm radius forend 15

REF DESCRIPTION BOX QTY
5440.60.S.SS* Latch with 20x235mm square forend 15
5440.60.R.SS Latch with 20x235mm radius forend 15

REF DESCRIPTION BOX QTY
5560.60.S.SS* Escape sashlock with 20x235mm square forend 15
5560.60.R.SS Escape sashlock with 20x235mm radius forend 15

5410 MORTICE DEADLOCK

 � Suitable for use on doors without lever furniture that 
require locking.

 � Deadbolt can be operated from one side or both as 
required depending on the cylinder selected.

5420 MORTICE SASHLOCK

 � For lockable doors with lever furniture to withdraw the 
latchbolt.

 � Deadbolt can be operated from one side or both as 
required depending on the cylinder selected.

 � Cylinder latch function enables the cylinder to 
withdraw the deadbolt on the first turn and the latch 
on the second turn of the cylinder.

REF DESCRIPTION BOX QTY
5410.60.S.SS* Deadlock with 20x235mm square forend 15
5410.60.R.SS Deadlock with 20x235mm radius forend 15

REF DESCRIPTION BOX QTY
5420.60.S.SS* Sashlock with 20x235mm square forend 15
5420.60.R.SS Sashlock with 20x235mm radius forend 15

BRITON 5400 SERIES LOCKCASES  

N5642 & N5762 5 LEVER MORTICE SASHLOCKS

 � Sashlock operated by lever handles and by key 
from either side.

 � Stainless steel square forend and matching box 
strike (PB to special order).

 � Supplied with 3 keys to differ (1,000 differs).

 � Forend 26 x 162mm.

N5641 & N5761 5 LEVER MORTICE DEADLOCKS

 � Deadbolt operated by key from either side.

 � Stainless steel square forend and matching box 
strike (PB to special order).

 � Supplied with 3 keys to differ (1,000 differs).

 � Forend 26 x 134mm.

REF DESCRIPTION BOX QTY
N5641.SS 68mm deadlock case with 45mm backset 10
N5761.SS 81mm deadlock case with 58mm backset 10

REF DESCRIPTION BOX QTY
N5642.SS 68mm sashlock case with 45mm backset 10
N5762.SS 81mm sashlock case with 58mm backset 10

BRITON 5 LEVER BS LEGGE LOCKS  
 � CE marked & Kitemarked. 10 year guarantee.

 � BS 3621:2007 + A2:2012 compliant. Tested to BS EN 12209. Grade 7.

 � BS EN 1634 fire testing for 1 hour timber doors & 4 hours steel doors. 

 � 20mm deadbolt throw & 8mm follower.

 � 5 close gated levers with anti-pick device and 1,000 differs.

 � Anti-drill plates & steel deadbolt.

 � Twist reversible latch for easy site handing left or right hand.

 � 13mm rebate sets available. N41 for deadlock and N42 for sashlock.


